


PREMIUM EXTERIOR
The bold sculpted hood design, projector headlamps, dual tone roof, sophisticated front grille with chrome 
tri-arrow motif, front fog lamps with chrome garnish and signature LED DRLs, all come together to give the 
new Tiago an elegant edge that’s bound to turn heads.



Front grille with Chrome 
Tri-Arrow Motif

Front Fog Lamps with 
Chrome Garnish

Signature LED DRLs

Projector Headlamps

Chrome garnish on Tail Gate and Door Handles Trendy Dual Tone Alloy Wheels



ENTICING INTERIORS The Black and Beige interior theme, new flat-bottom steering wheel, & tri-arrow designed 
elegant upholstery together gives the interiors a dash of sophistication and elegance. 



Classy & expansive space with a premium dual tone interior theme and chrome lined door handles. Premium body-hugging seats with elegant dual tone, tri-arrow designed upholstery. 

Cooled Glovebox & Tablet Storage Space Automatic Temperature ControlChrome Lined Side AirventsAutofold ORVM with Welcome Function



An infotainment system so serene that it complements the drive. Enjoy seamless entertainment with 
17.78 cm touchscreen system & the unmatched acoustics of 8 speakers brought to you by HarmanTM. 
Navigate through the streets or connect with Android AutoTM or Apple Carplay™ for an entertaining ride. RHYTHMIC INFOTAINMENT

Android Auto™, Apple Carplay™ Connectivity, Voice Command & Bluetooth 8 Speaker Surround Sound System for Best-in-Class Acoustics Image & Video Playback



Height Adjustable Driver Seat

Intelligently Designed Utility Spaces

242 l Boot Space

COMFORT & CONVENIENCE 

Digital Instrument Cluster Steering Mounted Control



ABSOLUTE SAFETY
Safety is no more an option, but a standard in every variant. Tiago has achieved a 4-star safety rating in the Global 
NCAP crash test. The Best-in-class safety features include dual front airbags, Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with 
Corner Stability Control (CSC) & Electronic Brakeforce Distribution, Rear Parking Assist & much more. Tiago's high-strength 
body structure ensures absolute safety in every ride. 

High Strength Body StructureABS with EBD & Corner Stability Control

SAFEST CAR IN THE SEGMENT*

4 STAR RATING#

Model Global NCAP Rating (For adult)
Tata Tiago 
Maruti Wagon R 
Hyundai Santro 
Maruti Swift
Grand i10 NIOS 

Safety ratings for all cars is as per Global NCAP ratings & can be accessed from http://www.globalncap.org/results/ 



Follow-Me-Home Lamps

Rear View Camera Adjustable Front Headrest



MPRESS HO JAAOGE

PRESENTING THE ALL-NEW



The advanced iCNG technology assures an unmatched performance, no matter where the road takes you. Quick for city traffic 
and powerful enough to zip through highways during long commutes. It’s the perfect combination of Power and Pickup.

MOST POWERFUL^ CNG HATCHBACK
The iCNG technology has been designed to deliver exceptional driving 
experience with best-in-class power of 73 ps in CNG mode .

EASY CITY MANOEUVRABILITY
The iCNG technology allows you to manoeuvre through city traffic 
easily using clutch-only pick-up. Now no more losing cool by pressing 
clutch repeatedly.

EFFORTLESS DRIVE IN EVERY TERRAIN 
The iCNG technology allows you to climb ghats in CNG mode 
with ease, without lowering gears or switching to petrol mode.

RETUNED SUSPENSION 
The suspension has been tuned specially for CNG to give 
smoother rides with 168 mm ground clearance.

- iNCREDIBLE PERFORMANCE 



LEAK DETECTION FEATURE 
The iCNG technology automatically switches from CNG to petrol 
mode in case of a gas leak and protects the car & passengers 
from any harm.

FIRE PROTECTION DEVICE
The smartly positioned fire extinguisher placed under the 
co-driver seat makes sure your safety is accessible and easy to 
reach.

STRINGENT QUALITY CONTROL
Tiago iCNG is tested rigorously at every stage of manufacturing 
and uses best quality components to ensure a stress-free 
purchase for customers.

LEAK-PROOF DESIGN
The iCNG kit has been tested across temperatures and pressures & 
prevents any gas leaks because it uses high-quality stainless-steel tube 
and fittings.

MICRO SWITCH 
The micro switch gives additional safety, switching off the ignition as 
soon as the fuel lid is opened. Also, it will not allow the car to start until 
the lid is securely closed, with “CLOSE FUEL LID” alert flashing on the 
instrument cluster.

THERMAL INCIDENT PROTECTION 
The iCNG technology immediately cuts off CNG supply to the engine in 
case of a thermal incident and releases gas from the cylinder directly into 
the atmosphere through a special nozzle as a measure of safety.
 

The Tiago comes with the best-in-class safety with a 4-star Global NCAP rating. It also features an energy-absorbing 
structure that provides added rigidity to the car's chassis, thus ensuring the safety of the driver and passengers.

- iCONIC SAFETY



iCNG’s intelligent technology works effortlessly to ensure a seamless driving experience for you at every step. 
From ensuring high performance to lowering maintenance cost , smart technology is a delight at every turn.

- iNTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY

AUTO SWITCHOVER BETWEEN FUELS
The iCNG technology automatically switches 
to petrol mode in case of low CNG. The “CNG 
LOW FUEL” alert on instrument cluster 
informs the customer about low fuel. 

FASTER RE-FUELING 
The iCNG technology ensures faster & safer 
refuelling with NGV 1 receptacle special 
nozzle.

MODULAR FUEL FILTER
The iCNG technology comes with Modular Fuel 
Filter that requires only cartilage change instead 
of of the entire filter, generating less hazardous 
waste and lowering the cost of maintenance.

ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY
The iCNG technology not only gives a great 
performance, but also ensures a healthier and 
greener environment for the future generation 
with 24% lower CO2 emission as compared to 
gasoline cars.

SINGLE ADVANCED ECU 
The iCNG technology uses single ECU to 
ensure seamless shifting between CNG and 
petrol. Advanced ECU maintains optimum 
air-fuel ratio to give an incredible 
performance and high fuel efficiency. 

DIRECT START IN CNG 
The iCNG technology allows you to start the 
vehicle directly in CNG mode. Now enjoy 
every drive stress-free, without worrying 
about switching to CNG mode.



181 mm

Higher Ground Clearance 181 mm Charcoal Black Interiors Push Button Start with Keyless Entry

Urban Toughroader

#LiveDifferent



Flame Red Opal White Midnight Plum Arizona BlueDaytona Grey

TIAGO COLOURS
Choose from a range of 5 lively colours. Contrast Black roof option available with all the 5 colours.

Max Power-86 ps @ 6000 r/min Advance AMT Transmission

Who says a peppy drive can’t be thrilling? The Advanced AMT 
Transmission of Tiago lets you zip through any road without shifting 
a gear. The 1.2 L Revotron BS6 petrol engine with the power of 
86 ps @ 6000 r/min gives you an all-round performance.

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE

TIAGO NRG COLOURS
For those who like to Live Different, the new Tiago NRG comes in unique, distinct colours that are nothing less than a style statement.

Cloudy Grey Foresta GreenPolar WhiteFire Red



Accessories shown in pictures & features mentioned in the text may not be a part of the standard equipment. The contents are not binding & are subject to change without prior 
notice. These are indicative specifications for reference only. All features are not available in all variants & in all colors. Colors may not match actual colors due to printing 
limitation. Body colored airvents are available in Flame Red and Arizona Blue in Tiago and Foresta Green in NRG. *Segment refers to hatchbacks less than 3.9 m. #Safety rating for 
adult occupant protection. Tiago XE petrol available in Flame Red, Opal White & Daytona Grey colors only. Tiago XE CNG available in Flame Red and Arizona Blue colors only. 
**Steering Mounted Audio & Phone Controls feature is compatible with selected music systems available through Tata Motors Genuine Accessories. ^T&C – Applicable for all 
cars in the Hatchback segment available with CNG fuel option. Midnight Plum color is available in XZ+ and XZA+ variant.


